The deiinitions of the entrance and exit pupils, as commonly given, are formulated in terms of paraxial imagery only. For telescopic systems the definitions have been extended to apply to extra-axial points and to include the effects of pupil aberrations. If a telescopic system is free from distortion and an incident plane wave emerges as a plane wave free from aberrations, it is shown that exact relations between conjugate chords in the entrance and exit pupils can be derived by application of principles of the wave theory. These results are applied to give the variation in theoretical re olving power over the field of a telescopic system. Equivalent relations are derived by equating the flux of energy in the incid nt beam to that in the emergent beam. A relation between the illuminations of the object and image planes is derived .
Several publications I have appeared recently in which it has been shown that there are departures from the cosine-follith-power law governing the brightness of an image formed by an optical system that have their origin in the aberrations that exist between the entrance and exit pupils considered as conjugate areas. By conservation of energy considerations, general relations between conjugate areas in the pupils can be derived. In this discussion it is shown that for an idealized telescopic system in which the entering and emergent wave fronts are rigorously plane, it is possible, by applying the wave theory of light, to derive relations between conjugate chords in the entrance and exit pupils that indicate the presence of aberrations. The values of these aberrations are sho\Vll to be consistent with the relations between conjugate areas derivable by energy considerations to which reference has been made.
For the derivation based on the wave theory of light, let it be assumed that figure 1 represents a telescopic system that produces an image of an infinitely distant object free from all aberrations except distortion. Incident and emergent wave fronts, therefore, are assumed to be rigorously plane. An incident beam of parallel rays making an angle, {3, with the axi is shown entering the system from the left. The line AB of length 1 is the trace, in the meridional plane, of the segment of the wave front that is transmitted. Similarly, A' B', of length 1', i the trace of the emergent wave front corresponding to a beam of parallel rays making an angle {3', with the axis. The value of the radial magnification, )J;[{3, is defined by the equation
If the telescopic system is free from distortion, the magnification is independent of {3, and eq 1 becomes
The dotted line, AO, is the trace of a second incident wave front that makes a small angle, d(3, with AB. If dA represents the length OB, an expression that is approximate for small values of dx and d{3, and exact for the limit as d{3 approaches zero. Similarly A' 0' represents the wave front AO after transmission through the telescopic system and d{3' = dx' Il'. y= Mp cos 2 {3"
which is a general relation between the diameters of right cross sections of any pair of conjugate incident and emergent beams measured in the meridional plane. At this point it is convenient to formulate exact definitions for the entrance and exit pupils of a telescopic system applicable to object and image points not on the axis and in which the effects of aberration are not ignored. Let it be assumed that the entrance and exit pupils for paraxial rays are determined in the usual manner. These pupils determine two planes, which will be designated the pupil planes, normal to the axis of the system and conjugate in terms of first-order imagery. For an infinitely distant object at any angular distance, {3, from the axis there are conjugate cylindrical beams in the object and image spaces, which have the maximum cross sections that are transmitted without obstruction by the diaphragms of the optical system. The oblique cross section of the incident beam in the entrance pupil plane is the entrance pupil corresponding to the angle {3, and similarly the cross section of the emergent beam in the exit pupil plane is the exit pupil corresponding to the same object point. In general, because of the aberrations existing in the two pupil planes, the pupil areas and perimeters will vary with the angle of obliquity of the incident beams. An exception will occur in a pupil plane that contains a physical diaphragm. Now, in accordance with these definitions, if p and p' are the diameters of the entrance and exit pupils measured in the meridional plane,
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p=l/cos {3 and p' = l' /cos {3', respectively. Oonsequently, from eq 5
Equation 6 indicates that the entrance and exit pupils, though conjugate so far as first-order image theory is concerned, are not sharply defined but that the ratio of the meridional diameters is a function of the angles of incidence and emergence of the beams under consideration. Furthermore, since the incident and emergent wave fronts are rigorously plane, the second member of eq 6 is not only the ratio of the meridional diameters, but is also the ratio of any pair of conjugate chords, in the entrance and exit pupils respectively, parallel to a meridional plane.
N ow assume that m is the diameter of the entrance pupil measured in a direction at right angles to the meridional plane. Furthermore, assume that a wave front of the incident beam shown in figure 1 is rotated about an axis parallel to the meridional diameter (a rotation analogous to that illustrated in fig. 1 but with the axis of rotation turned through 90° in the plane of the wave front) through the small angle d./;, thereby advancing one end of the diameter through the length dy from the original plane of the wave front. then # = dy /m,
a relation rigorously true in the limit. As a consequence of this rotation, the azimuth of an incident ray normal to the wave front, measured as a rotation about the axis of the telescopic system, is changed by the amount drp, where
For an analogous rotation in the image space, if m' is the diameter of the exit pupil, measured in a direction at right angles to the meridional plane,
In a symmetrical telescopic system dcjJ always equals dcjJ' . Furthermore, as before dy= dy' if the indices of refraction of the media of the object and image spaces are the same. Oombining eq 8 and 9
m' sin {3 m == sin {3" (10) and a general rel ation between the diameters, measured in a direc tion normal to the m eridian plan e, of a pair of conjugate. beam s in th e object and im.age space, respectivel y, h as been obtained. Furthermore, by an extension similar to t. h at previously made, the ratio of the second m embe!' of cq 10 applies not only to the two diameters but to any pair of conjugate chords, one lying in th e ob ject space and one in the image space, respectively, aJld normal to th e m eridional plane.
From eq 6 and 10 it follows that S' 1 sin (3 00S3 (3 S = 1\.1~ sin (3' cos 3 (3' 1 tan (3 ('OS4 (3 11 M{3 tan (3' cos 4 (3" ( ) wh er e Sand S' arc the areas of the entrance and exit, pupils correspondin g to conjugate inciden t and emergen t b eams of rays mak ing angles (3 and (3', respectively, wi th the axis.
If tIl e telescopic system is free from distortion and is of magnification M , eq 11 b ecomes (12) Equations 6 and 10 have interesting application to t h e variation of resolving power and brigh tn ess of image with angular di tance from the center of th e field . If a telescopic sys tem is used for visual pm'po es and is so design ed tha t th e exit pupil is larger than th e en tran ce pupil of th e observer's eye, it follo' ws that th e angular limi t of resoluti on in th e image space is th e sam.e in any plane containing th e a,xis of th e eye. In th.e object space th e corresponding angular limits of r esolution in t h e m eridional plane and in a plan e at righ t angles to it arc cos 2 (3 / (l\l[ cos 2 (3' ) and cos (3 / (M cos (3' ) t imes th e corresponding values (which arc equal) in the image sp ace. Th ese ratios cOl'l'espond to constant values, independ en t of (3, of th e ratios On the other hand, if the telescopic system is so d esigned th at th e clear aperture of th e obj ective is the limiting diaphragm of t h e system and the exit pupil is smaller t h an th e eye of th e observer, then th e limi ts of angular r esolu tion in the obj ect sp ace arc proportional to 1/ (P cos (3) and 11m, resp ecti v ely, in th e m eridional plane and in a pla lle at right an gles to it which contains the chief ray. The corresponding limits of r esolution in th e image sp ace are proportional to (M cos 3 (3') /cos 3 (3 843576-49-:) and (M cos (3') /cos (3, r espectively . Inmost telescopic systems the angula. r fi eld of view is so small that this variation of resolving power is no t of gr eat practical value but it is of inter est as precisely d efining the idealized p erfol'man(' e of a p erfect telescopic system . It should p erhaps be m entioned that a similar application of the principles of wave theory to a photographic objective is not as straightforward as th e application that h as just been m ade. If ('[ther the obj ect or image is at a finite distance, t h e ratio of t he tangents is not sufficient to d efine distortion b ecause th ere is an additional contribution arising from the spherical aberration of th e pupil points.
Pupils of Telescopic System
Equation 11 may also b e derived by en ergy consideration in a manner similar t o that described by Slussareff, R eiss, and others (see footnote 1). In this direction, r efening to figur e 2, assum e th at j1 and j 2 ar c th e obj ective and eyrpi ece par ts of a telescopi c system and that LlA and LlA' ar c two conjugate clem ents of ar ea in t h e object and image plan es, r esp ectively, of t h e complete system . Similarly, LlS and LlS' are two conju gate elemen ts of ar ea in the en tran ce and exit pupils resp ectively, It follows , therefore, that the application of the wave theory and the application of energy considerations lead to identical r esults so far as the relative areas of the entrance and exit pupils are concerned, but the first applicfttion gives the more detailed information in that it analyzes the ar eal magnification into two linear magnifications in directions mutually perpendicular.
If E denotes the luminous flux emitted per unit area by t:.A and r eceived by t:.S, and E' denotes the illumination (luminous flux per unit area) received by the conjugate elementary area t:.A' from th e surface t:.S' , from eq 13 and 14 160 E' t ::. .8' e 2 cos 4 8' E = t::..Se'2 cos 4 fJ . (19) It can be shown that (20) the subscript having been dropp ed from M because the telescopic system will be assumed free from distortion. From eq 2, 11 , 19, and 20
The ratio of illumination of image to illumination of object is independent of fJ, and the image is uniformly illuminated. At first eq 21 appears confusing because the illumination of the image is greater than the flux per unit area proceeding from the object, and the image is apparently larger than the object. However, it will be r ecalled that the linear magnification for a telescopic system is the same for all pairs of conjugate planes, including the infinite pair, and is equal to the reciprocal of the angular magnification. Also, eq 20 indicates thftt the two infinite planes are not equally distant but that the distance to the obj ect plane, divided by the distance t o the image plane, gives a quotient equal to the square of the magnification. As an illustration, if a ten-power telescope is assumed, linear dimensions in the image plane are one-tenth th e conjugate lengths in the obj ect plane, but the image plane is only onehundredth as far away. H en ce the angular magnification is 10, and these values accord with eq at 21. In other words, a telescope that apparently enlarges a distant object actually produces an image that is smaller than the object, but the image is so much n earer th e observer that a pair of points in the image sub tend a larger angle than the conjugate pair of points in the object.
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